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kind of problems. I have a page called "index.html" which has a form and which is being redirected to "list.html". However, list.html is a static page (there is no content) and is just being the div with a refresh button. I am saving the state of the form in session and when I click on "Refresh" button, I want to reload the page. However, with my current code, I'm redirected to "list.html". I was previously using "node server.js" and I am using "express server.js"
now. The things I've tried to fix are: I changed the filename, the path, the order of code in the script tag and nothing worked. But now I have this: When I submit the form on the index.html I redirect to list.html When I click on "Refresh" button on list.html, the session is saved so when I refresh the page I'm still on index.html So here is my code: index.html Document ..... 3e33713323
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